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In the initial online posts, nothing was posted on April 12. I did
that in honor of Easter - an attempt to soak in the importance of
resurrection. In retrospect however, I have swapped April 10 with
April 12, with the understanding that Christ was in the grave on
“Good Friday” and there was silence in some hearts. The next
blank page represents that.























































































notes
 The following notes are captions from initial

social media posts on some of the poems:
 

Day 2: 
Translations: 
Àjànàkú tí n mi igbó kijíi kijíi:
Elephant that troubles the jungle
Erin lákátabú: 
Ginormous elephant 

Day 3: 
one of the things that comes to mind when
you think about the number nine (9) is the
process of pregnancy and childbirth.
Sometimes, peace is like a forming foetus - in
your quest to birth it, you might get sick,
nauseated, tired, but if you choose to hold
on, you’ll realize that your miracle was never
far-fetched. ♥



Day 11: 
JESUS’s empty tomb is proof that our battles
don’t have to end in defeat. Because He has
the victory, we have the victory! Happy
Easter! ♥

Day 14: 
This poem is drawn from one of the personal
tenets I have lived by since I began to
establish personal values and principles. I
recently named it: The Life Circle, and the
idea is that my life is like a circle. .
.
As I learned in Math, every circle has a
center, and that center makes all the
difference when it comes to the radius,
diameter, or sector. As a believer, I like to see
the center in my life’s circle as Jesus. .
.
When I’m trying to chart new “sectors” in my
life, I understand it’s best to run to the
center. When I find chords in my life that



are not so pretty, I focus on the center. I have
come to understand that there’ll be all kinds
of chords and all kinds of segments, but the
center remains the same. I also understand
that my journey in life is more divergent
than linear, and that means I can never rely
on the different phases of my life to
determine my destination in life. So, in the
good and bad, I choose the center so my
circle can stay strong. .
.
What’s your center? .

Day 17: 
Here’s to stopping at nothing to put our
backs into the things that drive us. Here’s to
knowing when to work and when to rest,
knowing when to pursue and when to reflect,
and knowing that in everything, you have
capacity to flourish! ♥



Day 26:
Scholars tell us that one of the words used in
Ephesians 2:10 means “poem” or “poetry,” and
it’s why the TPT reads, “We have become his
poetry,[a] a re-created people that will fulfill
the destiny he has given each of us, for we are
joined to Jesus, the Anointed One. Even
before we were born, God planned in
advance our destiny and the good works[b]
we would do to fulfill it!”
.
Tell me who else makes a person just to love
on them. God did. He actually created you to
love you. Like, "hmm I’ve got so much love, I
mean I’m love myself. Love definitely needs
an ‘object’ " and so he wrote you out as
poetry - an expression of His love! .
.
Think about it. You are God’s own poetry!
That resonates with me so badly, and I’m just
grateful for that identity! Aren’t you?




